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Investigation of the Vibration of a 
Blade With Friction Damper by 
HBM 
The friction damper has been widely used to reduce the resonant vibration of blades. 
The most commonly used methods for studying the dynamic behavior of a blade 
with a friction damper are direct integration methods. Although the harmonic bal
ance method (HBM) is a well-known method for studying nonlinear vibration 
problems, generally only a one-term approximation has been proposed to study the 
nonlinear vibration of a frictionally damped blade. In this work, a HMB procedure 
with a multiterm approximation is proposed. The results show that the steady-state 
response and other related behavior of a frictionally damped blade can be predicted 
accurately and quickly by an HBM with a multiterm approximation. 

Introduction 
The friction damper has been widely used to reduce the 

resonant vibration of blades. In the past, many works have 
been done to investigate the dynamic behavior of a blade with 
a friction damper either by the macroslip approach (Griffin, 
1980; Srinivasan and Gutts, 1986; Wang and Yau, 1990) or 
by the microslip approach (Menq et al., 1986a, 1986b). Gen
erally, the steady-state nonlinear forced vibration of a blade 
was investigated by direct time-step integration with iterative 
process. It is very time consuming because the decay of the 
transient vibration generally is very slow. Although the har
monic balance method (HBM) is a well-known method to study 
the nonlinear vibration problems, usually only the HBM with 
one-term harmonic was used to investigate the harmonic forced 
vibration of a blade with a friction damper (Menq and Griffin, 
1985). This is due to the difficulty that the nonlinear friction 
force is dependent on the stepwise stick-slip motion, which is 
not known in advance. As a consequence, the number of si
multaneous algebraic equations found from the HBM is less 
than the number of unknowns if the response is assumed to 
consist of many harmonic terms. The slowly varying parameter 
method has also been used to study the harmonic response of 
a blade with a friction damper (Sinha and Griffin, 1984). 
However, only one term of harmonic has been considered in 
that work. A modified HBM with a multiharmonic approxi
mation has been proposed by Pierre et al. (1985) to investigate 
a dry friction damped system. The method is also known as 
incremental harmonic balance (IHM). However, the IHB 
method is no more efficient than direct numerical integration 
when the number of harmonics is increased. Besides the IHB, 
an alternating frequency/time (AFT) method (Cameron and 
Griffin, 1989) can also accommodate multiple harmonics for 
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the study of a dry friction problem. However, the method has 
to switch the calculation alternately in frequency and time 
domains. Besides, the aliasing and leakage problems also must 
be handled carefully. 

The traditional HBM due to its simplicity has been widely 
accepted in the past. However, as mentioned, it is difficult to 
apply the traditional HBM with multiple harmonics to inves
tigate the vibration of a dry friction damped blade. In this 
work, a method was developed to overcome the difficulty when 
the HBM with many harmonic terms was used. Some extra 
constraint equations were found to supplement the algebraic 
equations found from the traditional harmonic balance method. 
The accuracy and the computational time from the multiterm 
HBM were compared with the results from the direct time 
integration. 

Analysis 
As mentioned, two different friction models, i.e., macroslip 

and microslip approaches, have been proposed in the past. 
Generally speaking, the microslip approach can provide more 
accurate results only when the normal preload of the damper 
is high, and at the expense of higher computational effort, as 
discussed by Menq et al. (1986a) and Wang and Shieh (1991). 
Therefore, the macroslip approach was adopted in this work. 

A typical single blade with a massless, flexible, blade-to-
ground friction damper is shown in Fig. 1. If the blade is 
discretized by the finite element method, then the equation of 
motion of the blade can be written as: 

[M\{X}+[C]{X] + [K]{X) = {F} + {Fn) (1) 
where {X} is the generalized displacement vector; [M], [C], 
and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices; {F} 
and {Fn J are the linear external force and the nonlinear friction 
force vectors. If only a one-mode approximation is used to 
investigate the response of the blade near a resonance fre
quency, then the blade of Fig. 1 can be approximated by a 
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BLADE = *o = 0 

Fig. 1 Schematic of a single blade with a friction damper 
Fig. 3 Frictional damping loop, friction force versus the response (one-
term approximation) 

f0COSWt 

Fig. 2 Model of one-degree-of-freedom system 

single degree of freedom system, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
equation of motion of the single-mode model can be written 
as 

mx + ex + kx =f—fn (2) 

where / is the external excitation force and /„ is the friction 
force due to the friction damper. N, /x, and kd in Fig. 2 represent 
the normal preload, the friction coefficient of the friction 
damper, and the stiffness of the damper in the direction of 
relative motion, respectively. According to the macroslip ap
proach, the friction force, f„, can be expressed as 

( + kd{x-y) when kd\x-y\<y.N 
]^ +liNsign(y) when kdlx-y\>fiN 

where y is the displacement of the friction damper, as shown 
in Fig. 2. If the external excitation force is a simple harmonic 
force f=fo x cos wt, the steady-state solution of Eq. (2) can 
then be found by the harmonic balance method (HBM). In 
the following section, the one-term, two-term, and multi-term 
approximations will be discussed separately. 

One-Term Approximation. According to the HBM the 

steady-state solution of Eq. (2) can be expressed as a Fourier 
expansion, 

x= ^TJ [Ajcos (iwt) +-B,-sin (iwt)} 
i ' = i 

(4) 

In this section, only a one-term approximation will be used, 
i.e., 

x=At cos wt + Bt sin wt 

= Alcosd + Blsm9_ = Rcosd (5) 

where 9 = wt and 0 = w/ - </>. The angle <$> is the phase difference 
between the external excitation force and the response. Ac
cording to Eq. (5) the angle 9 should be equal to zero when 
the response is maximum, R. A typical relationship between 
the response and the friction force is shown in Fig. 3. The 
damper is in stick and slip conditions during the AB and BC 
sections, respectively. Then the velocity of the damper, y (in
dicated in Fig. 2), should be: 

fO whenO<0<0* 
(6) y = x when 0*<0S7r 

From Eq. (6), one has 

(x + c2 

whenO<0<0* 

when 0*<0<ir 
(7) 

The two constants cx and c2 can be determined by the analysis 
in what follows. During the stick section, the friction force is 
equal to zero when x is equal to>>. According to Fig. 3,/„ = 0 
(the middle point of line AB), when x is equal to R - fxN/kd. 
In other words, one finds that c\ = R - nN/kd. During the 
slip section, the difference between x and y is held constant, 
i.e., c2 which is the horizontal distance between point B and 
the middle point of line AB in Fig. 3. Then one can find that 
c2 = fiN/kd. From Eq. (3), the friction force can then be 
expressed as: 

fn = kd(x-y) 
= kd(x-R)+nN, whenO<0<0* (8«) 

(8b) 
fn = ltNsign(y) 

= liNsign (x) = -nN, when0*<0<ir 
Equation (8a) should be equal to Eq. (&b) when 6 = 9*, then 
one has 

6* = cos~x{\ -2fiN/(kdR)] (9) 
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Because the response is assumed to be a simple harmonic form, 
the response cycle can be divided into two symmetric half 
cycles, i.e., the half cycle ABC is equal to the other half cycle 
CD A in Fig. 3. So, one can find that 

/„(» + * ) = - / „ ( » ) , O < 0 < T T (10) 

With Eqs. (8) and (10), the friction force can be expanded by 
Fourier series, and only the first harmonic term is kept, 

/ „ (0)=F c cos0 + Fssin0 (11) 

with 

Fc= ( -kdR/Tr)[d* -0.5sm(2d*)} 

Fs = ( - V V / T T ) [ 1 - pN/ (kdR) ] 

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (11) into Eq. (2) and separate the 
coefficients of cos0 and sin0, one has: 

or 

\(k-

(k-mw2)R+Fc=f0cos<f> 

cwR - Fs = / 0 sin </> 

mw2)R + FC]2+ [cwR - F J 2 = / 0
2 

<t> = sin">[(cwR-Fs)/f0] 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

(12rf) 

Equations (12c) and (12c/) are nonlinear equations with two 
unknowns R and <j>, which can be solved by the traditional 
Newton-Raphson method. In practice, only the unknown R 
needs to be found by iteration; the angle <j> can be obtained 
directly from Eq. (12c?) providing the R is known. The response 
is then known from Eq. (5). The one term approximation is 
not the target of the present work; however, it may provide 
valuable information for multiterm approximation. 

Two-Term Approximation. From the result of the direct 
time integration, it is known that the steady-state response of 
the system in Fig. 2 contains only the odd harmonic compo
nents of the external excitation force. Therefore, if a two-term 
approximation is assumed, according to Eq. (4), the response 
can be written as 

x=Ai cos w t + Bx sin wt + A3 cos 3 wt + B3 sin 3 wt 
(13) 

= y4icos0 + j8isin0+yl3cos30 + 53sin30 

Let the maximum value of x be denoted by Am and the cor
responding 0 be denoted by 0O, as shown in Fig. 4. Point B in 
Fig. 4 is the slip impending point, and the value of 0 at this 
point is indicated by 0*. In a manner similar to the one-term 
approximation, the friction force during the stick portion (line 
AB) can be expressed as 

f„ = kd(x-A,„) + fiN 

= kalA1(cos6-cosd0) + Bi(sm6 — smd0) + A3(cos36_-cos38o) 

+ 53(sin30-sin30o)] + /JV, when 0O<0<0* (14) 

During the slip portion, the friction force is 

/ „ = -iiN, when0*<0<7r + 0o (15) 

So far, 0O and 0* are unknown. This is the main difference 
between the one-term and the multiterm approximations. How 
to determine these unknowns will be discussed later. With Eqs. 
(14) and (15), the friction force can be expanded as a Fourier 
series; however, only the first two terms are kept, 

f„ = Fcl cos 6+Fsl sin 6+ Fcicos 36+ Fs3sin36 (16) 

The coefficients -Fcl, Fsl, Fc3, and Fs3 can be found in the 
appendix. By substituting Eqs. (13) and (16) into Eq. (2), and 
setting the coefficients of cos0, sin0, cos 30, and sin 30 equal 
to zero, one has 

(k-mw^Ai + wcBi-fo + Fc^O . (17) 

(k-9mw2)A3 + 3wcB3 + Fc3 = 0 (18) 

{k-mw2)Bl-wcAl+Fsl = Q (19) 

Fig. 4 Frictional damping loop, multiterm approximation 

(k-9mw2)B3-3wcA3+Fs3 = 0 (20) 

Because the FcU Fsi, Fc3, and Fs3 are functions of 0O and 6* 
which are unknown, the four equations Eqs. (17)-(20) have 
six unknowns, i.e., Au Biy A3, B3, 0O and 0*. So, one must 
find other equations to supplement Eqs. (17)-(20). The re
sponse x is maximum (with value A,„) when 0 = 0O. Thus, the 
following equations should be satisfied: 

dx 
— = - A i sin 0O + -Si cos 0O 
at 

dt2 

- 3A3 sin 30o + 353 cos 30O = O (21) 

-^4icos0o-i?isin0o 

- 9A 3 cos 30o - 9B3 sin 30o < 0 (22) 

It is also known that the friction forces in Eqs. (14) and (15) 
should be equal when 0 = 0*. Thus, 

kd[A[(cos 0* - cos 0O) + fii(sin 0* - sin 0O) 

+ ^3(cos 30* - cos 30_o) + B3(sin 30* - sin 30o)] + iiN=-liN 

(23) 

or in a compact functional form, 

G(0*,0O ) = O (24) 
If 0O and 0* are known, then Eqs. (17)-(20) are linear equations 
with Au A3, Bu B3 as unknowns, which can be solved easily. 
The values of 60 and 0* can be determined by Eqs. (21)-(23), 
which are nonlinear. In summary, Eqs. (17)-(23) can be used 
to determined the unknowns Ait A3, Bu B3, 0O, 0*. The pro
cedure is summarized as follows: 

1 Give proper initial guess values of 0O and 0* and then F c l , 
Fc3, Fsl, and Fs3 can be found (see appendix). 

2 The unknowns Ait A3, Bu B3 can be determined from the 
linear equations Eqs. (17)-(20) by direct matrix inversion. 

.3 With AUA3, B\, and£ 3 , the condition of Eq. (22) is then 
checked: 

(a) If Eq. (22) is satisfied, then go to step (4). 
(b) If Eq. (22) is not satisfied, then the initial guess values 

of 0O and 0* are modified as: new 0o=old 0o+7r, new 0* = old 
6* + w. After the modification, then go back to step (1). 

4 With Au A3, Bu and B3, Eqs. (21) and (23) are then used 
to find the exact values of 0O and 0* by the Newton-Raphson 
iteration method. The flow chart of the procedure is given in 
Fig. 5. 

The modification in step (3) can be understood easily be-
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With j> and 0* + <j> from one-term 
approximation as the initial 
values of #o and 9* 

1 10 

j = j+l 

j=l,k=l 

j=j+l,k=k+l 

j + ifo = j fo + T 

k=k+l 

V 

Sub. j £0 and t£* into Eq.(16), 

and then solve Ai, A3, Bi and 
B3 from Eqs.(17)-(20) 

k+l f* 

O u t p u t x 

Fig. 5 Flow chart of the proposed iteration procedure 

cause, according to Fig. 4, the response is symmetric, i.e., 
x(6)= -X(0 + T). 

It is known that the most important step in using the Newton-
Raphson iteration method is the guess of the initial values. 
How to guess proper initial values of 6_0 and 0* will be discussed 
in the next section. 

The above derivation and solution procedure can easily be 
extended to the multiterm approximation. If an «-term ap
proximation is used, then one can find 2/z linear equations like 
Eqs. (17)-(20) and two nonlinear equations like Eqs. (21) and 
(23). 

Results and Discussion 
In this section, three main topics will be discussed, i.e., the 

accuracy of the HBM, the computation time, and the effect 
of the initial guess values. Before the discussion, the system 
parameters of Fig. 2 are given here: m = 1.24, k = 17890, c= 3, 
and kd= 3500. 

Accuracy of the HBM. As mentioned, generally only one-
term HBM was used to investigate the vibration of a blade 
with a friction damper. In some cases, for instance, in fully 
stuck or fully slipping conditions, the one-term approximation 
is accurate enough to predict the response. However, the one-
term approximation generally may cause significant error. 
Here, an example is given to show this situation. Figure 6 
shows a response found by the direct time integration, one-
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Fig. 6 Steady-state forced response, w/w0 = 0.334, pN/f0 = 0.145 

term HBM, two-term HBM and three-term HBM, respectively. 
The vertical axis is the normalized response A/Am, where Am 

is the maximum amplitude found by the direct time integration. 
In this case the excitation frequency w is set to be 1/3 w0, 
where w0 is the natural frequency of the system of Fig. 2 without 
the friction damper. It is known that if the excitation frequency 
w and the amplitude of excitation force/0 are determined, then 
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an optimal normal load TV, which results in minimum response, 
can be found. The normalized normal load ixN/f0 in Fig. 6 is 
set to the optimal value pN/f0 = 0.145. One can find that the 
one-term approximation results in significant error. In this 
case, the three-term approximation can accurately predict the 
response, and its result is difficult to distinguish from the result 
of the direct integration in the figure. The corresponding fric
tional damping loop is shown in Fig. 7. One can find that the 
frictional damping cannot be simulated accurately by the one-
term approximation. The above result indicates that only the 
multiterm HBM can accurately predict the response of a blade 
with a friction damper. The result also demonstrates that the 
multiterm HBM proposed in this work is feasible. Theoreti
cally, the HBM with more terms will result in a more accurate 
solution. In practice, according to our experience, it needs no 
more than three terms. The question of the computational time 
will be discussed in the next section. 

Computer Time. No matter how many terms, say n terms, 
are kept in the HBM, only two nonlinear equations (i.e., Eqs. 
(21) and (23)) and 2n simultaneous linear equations (i.e., Eqs. 
(17)-(20) are needed to find all the unknowns. As shown in 
Fig. 5, the two nonlinear equations are solved by the iteration 
method, and the 2n linear equations must be solved once for 
each iteration. In other words, if m iterations are needed until 
convergence is reached, then the In linear equations must be 
solved m times. Therefore, how to reduce the number of it
eration is very important. It is known that the initial guess 
values are very important for the iteration process. An im
proper initial guess value may drastically increase the number 
of iterations or cause divergence. Thus, to discuss the com
putational time, the effect of the number of terms should be 
considered together with the effect of the initial guess values. 
First, the effect of the initial guess values will be discussed. 

The nonlinearity of the vibratory blade comes only from 
that nonlinear friction force. It is known that the friction force 
can be expanded by Fourier series with the fundamental fre
quency equal to the external excitation frequency w. In other 
words, the vibration of the blade is mainly caused by a har
monic force with a frequency equal to w. Thus, the solution 
obtained from the one-term approximation should be a good 
initial guess value for the multiterm approximation. For the 
multiterm approximation, one should give the initial guess 
values of 80 and 8*. In this work, it is suggested that the 60 
and 6* obtained from the one-term approximation can be used 
as the initial guess values of 80 and 8* for the multiterm ap
proximation. According to Eq. (5), one has the relations: 
80 = 80 + <p and 8* = 8* + <j). As pointed out in the one-term ap
proximation, do is zero, while 8* and <j> can be obtained from 
Eq. (9) and Eq. (12), respectively. To understand the effect of 

the initial guess values on the computer time, different guess 
values are assumed and the necessary computer time is re
corded. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The horizontal axis "shift 
of initial value" means the amount the initial guess values of 
60 and 8* are shifted from the suggested initial values, i.e., 
80 = 4> and 8*=8* + 4>. For instance, " - 0 . 2 " indicates that 
initial guess values are given as: £0 = (1 — 0.2)<̂ >, 
8* = (1 - O.2)(0* + 0). One can find that if the shift of the initial 
value is between -0.5 and 0.3, one can find a converged 
solution corresponding to the solution found from the direct 
integration. If the initial guess values are beyond this range, 
one may find another converged solution or the solution is 
diverged. Here "another converged solution" means a solution 
different from the solution found from the direct time inte
gration. So far, it is not certain that this "another solution" 
exist in practice. The result of Fig. 8 indicates that the 8* and 
4> found from one-term approximation are the proper initial 
guess values of 80 and 8* for the multiterm approximation. 

If the initial guess values are selected properly, the ratios of 
the computer time are 1:2.4:5.5:61 for one-term, two-term, 
three-term approximations and the direct time integration, re
spectively. Note that the computer time for the two-term and 
three-term approximations includes the portion to find the 
proper initial guess values, i.e., 8* and 0. As mentioned, the 
HBM requires no more than three terms in order to obtain an 
accurate result. That is to say the HBM needs a computer time 
about one order of magnitude smaller than that of the direct 
integration. The above result is concluded not only from the 
above example, but also from many other calculated examples. 

The advantage of the proposed HBM is especially significant 
when the response must be recalculated many times, for in
stance, to find the optimal normal load or the frequency re
sponse curve. It is well known that there exists an optimal 
normal load TV with which the blade will experience minimum 
forced vibration. The optimal normal load is an important 
design parameter of the friction damper. Generally, the op
timal normal load cannot be found directly except when the 
response is a pure simple harmonic function. The optimal 
normal load generally is found by observing the response for 
many different normal load values. In other words, a curve 
indicating the responses versus the normal load TV should be 
created, and the minimum response corresponds to the optimal 
normal load. For each value of TV, a new calculation must be 
executed. It is very time consuming if the direct integration 
method is used. For the proposed method, the answer can be 
found very quickly, because the solution for normal load TV 
can be used as a very good initial guess value for finding the 
solution at TV+ ATV; ATVis a small increment. Because the initial 
guess values are very close to the exact values, the iteration 
converges very quickly. The frequency, response curve, i.e., 
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the response versus the excitation frequency, can also be found 
quickly by the proposed method. The response at a certain 
excitation frequency w can be used as a very good initial guess 
value for finding the response at frequency w + Aw. 

In summary, there are two impor tant features of the pro
posed method: (1) There are only two nonlinear equations no 
matter how many terms are kept in the H B M ; (2) a proper 
initial guess value for the iteration generally can be found 
easily. Due to these features, the p roposed method is very 
efficient for the steady-state response and related analyses. 

Conclusion 
The dynamic behavior of a blade with a friction damper has 

been intensively investigated in the past . Al though the har
monic balance method (HBM) is a well-known method, usually 
only the H B M with a one-term (or one harmonic component) 
approximation was used to investigate the harmonic forced 
vibration of a blade with a friction damper . Generally, the 
H B M with an n-term approximat ion will result in 2« simul
taneous nonlinear algebraic equations in terms of 2« unknown 
Fourier coefficients for a system with one degree of freedom. 
However, this is not the case in the proposed method. The 
main step of the proposed procedure is to find the impending 
time points (i.e., 0O and 0*) of stick and slip of the friction 
damper . Because the 0O and 0* are found from two nonlinear 
algebraic equat ions, the problem of the initial guess values of 
the do and 0* has also been discussed in this work. The results 
show that the H B M needs no more than three terms in order 
to obtain an accurate result. The main advantage of the H B M 
is the computat ional efficiency; it needs only about one-tenth 
of the computer t ime in comparison with the direct integration. 
Due to the drastic reduction of the computer time, it becomes 
possible to investigate many impor tant characteristics of a 
frictionally damped blade in a very short t ime. 
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A P P E N D I X 

The coefficient of the Fourier series in Eq . (16) is derived 
in this appendix. 

r A* »«O+T -s 

^cl=(2/7r)J [kd(x-Am)+/j,N]cosdde-\ uNcosfhiel 

= (2/TT) 1 A:d[^i(cos0-cos0o) + -43(cos30-cos3eo) 

+ -Bi(sin0-sin0o) + 53(sin30-siri30o)]cos0rf0 

A* Jo + * -\ 
+ nNcos 6d6- t nN cos Odd I 

So i* ) 
= (2/ir){kd[A1S1+AiS2 + BiS3 + BiS4] + kd[Aicosdo 

+ A 3 cos 30o +-Si sin 0O + 5 3 sin 30o](sin 0O 

+ sin0*)-f-2Li/Vsin0*) 

IxNcos 36d6 

Fc3 = (2/TT) [kd(x-Am)+nN] cos 36dd 

= (2/TT) I kd[A iS2 + A3S5 + BiS6 + B3Sy] + (kd/3)]A, cos 0O 

+ A3 cos 30o + Bt sin 0O + B3 sin 30o](sin 30o 

-sin30*) + (2/^/V/3)sin30*) 

r A* Ao+* 
^ , = (2/71-) j lkd(x-Am)+ixN\smB_dl- t uNsinOdd 

= (2/TT)Ikd[A 1S3+A3S6 + B1SS + B3S9] - kd[A, cos 0O 

+ A3 cos 30o + B\ sin 0O + B3 sin 30o](cos 0O 

-cos0*)-2/JVcos0*j 

r A* r«o+T 

Frf = (2/ir)M [kd(x~Am)+nN]sm3ddd-\ [iNsmddd 

= (2/ir)lkd[AlS4 + A3ST + BlS9 + B3Sw]-(kd/3) 

[A 1 cos 0O + A 3 cos 30o + # i sin 0O + B3 sin 30o] 

(cos 30o - cos 30*) - (2/i/V/3)cos 30* j 

where 

5, = (0* - 0o)/2 + (sin 20* - sin 20o)/4 

52 = (sin 20* - sin 20o) /4 + (sin 40* - sin 40o)/8 

53 = (cos 20.0-cos 20_*)/4 

54 = (cos4 0O - cos4 0*) + (cos 20* - cos 20o) 

55 = (0* - 0o)/2 + (sin 60* - sin 60o)/12 

56 = (cos4 0O - cos4 0*) + (3/4)(cos 20* - cos 20o) 

57 = (cos60o-cos60*)/12 

58 = (0* - 0o)/2 - (sin 20* - sin 20o)/4 

Ss = (sin 20* - sin 20o)/4 - (sin 40* - sin 40o) 

S10 = (0 * - 0o)/2 - (sin 60 * - sin 60o)/12 
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